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Answer to reviewer and to the editorial requests

Reviewer reports:

Reviewer #6: I believe that the authors have dealt with the reviewer comments satisfactorily. One optional comment is that I suggest the authors to include DALYs calculation formulas and disability weights in the Appendix in order to facilitate reproducible research.

--> Thanks. All the requested information for reproducibility are now cited in the methodological Appendix.

Editorial Requests

Many thanks for submitting completed authorship change form. Before proceeding we need to clarify 2 issues with authorship:

1) In our system, Ľubomír Okruhlica (okruhlica@cpldz.sk) has declined authorship of this paper, but I noticed that he has signed authorship change form. I assume that we may correct it in the system that he confirms the authorship?
-> I assume the same. I tried to contact him, but he is in vacation and may be back only back in November.

2) We noted that at first revision one author has been removed (Brian Gunson). We require the confirmation from this author as well that he agrees to the suggested change in authorship. I appreciate that the author list is very long, so I assume that by signing the authorship form, all other authors agreed to removing Brian Gunson from this article.

-> Please find confirmation of Brian Gunson attached. Please note that we also removed his potential conflict of interest statement from the revised manuscript.

This should conclude all necessary steps for the authorship.